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Reading (and Not Reading)
Richardson, 1756-1868

LEAH PRICE

What Cleanth Brooks anathematized as "the heresy of paraphrase"
still remains, fifty years later, impossible to escape in literary crit-

ics' daily practice.1 Plot summary, on the one hand, and quoting out of
context, on the other, continue to underpin our argumentsÂ—if only because,
for example, it would be impossible for me to reproduce verbatim all eight
volumes of Clarissa in the space of this article. Like book reviews or movie
previews, the genre of the academic essay relies on the assumption that
parts of a work can stand for the whole. Like anthologists, literary critics
depend on the figure of synecdoche. The novel has traditionally posed a
challenge to those economies of scale. Yet as a genre defined in part by
sheer bulk, the novel is characterized just as much by readers' resistance to
its size. And the bulkiest novels, like Richardson's, have always provoked
the most energetic resistance. The first collection of excerpts from Clarissa
appeared only three years after the novel itself; the first plot summary, four
years later. The impossibility of fitting all eight volumes of Clarissa or
seven of Grandison into the human mind at once turns readers into editors.
In skimming, they abridge; in skipping, they anthologize. Richardson's au-
dienceÂ—like his charactersÂ—spend as much time "writing Indexes, . . .
abstracting, abridging, compiling" as he himself claimed to. Richardson
did in fact index and summarize his novels, as well as compiling three
anthologies of extracts from them. But he also lived to see Clarissa and
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Grandison provide fodder for abridgers. He set that process into motion
himself by adding an index to the second edition of Clarissa in the expec-
tation that readers would have forgotten the beginning by the time they
reach the end, and "would not chuse to read seven Tedious Volumes over
again." The index is offered as a surrogate memory, "a help to their Recol-
lection."2

Yet scale alone cannot explain the repackaging of Richardson's novels.
While some versions shorten the originals, others supplement them, and
even those editions that do shrink the text always change more than size.
Until 1868, over a century after Richardson's death, every abridgment pre-
fixes genealogical and biographical information to the courtship plots which
Richardson himself had begun in medias res before returning belatedly to
the heroines' childhoods and family history. All three novels originally open
at the moment when an adolescent girl becomes aware of a man's pursuit;
their time-frame coincides with what Clarissa calls "the space from six-
teen to twenty-two . . . which requires [a parent's] care, more than any
other time of a young woman's life." A parent'sÂ—but also a reader's. Mrs.
Harlowe refuses to credit Clarissa for an exemplary youth, claiming that
only "now that you are grown up to marriageable years is the test."3 In
Pamela, too, we hear little about the heroine's childhood until Mr. B.'s
reminiscences in the third volume. Even then, what he remembers is pre-
cisely his impression that Pamela's character remains to be seen: "well
enough,... for what she is; but let's see what she'll be a few Years hence.
Then will be the Trial."4 In realigning the order of story with the order of
discourse, abridgments match the boundaries of the text to the limits of a
life.

More fundamentally, eighteenth-century abridgments alter epistolarity
along with length. For a collection of first-person present-tense letters "writ-
ten to the moment," they substitute a single, retrospective, impersonal nar-
rator temporally and diegetically removed from the events described. No
letters appear in The Paths of Virtue Delineated: or, the History in Minia-
ture of the Celebrated Pamela, Clarissa Harlowe, and Sir Charles
Grandison, Familiarised and Adapted to the Capacities of Youth (London:
R. Baldwin, 1756), which goes through many editions both as a whole and
in separate volumes, before being recycled in 1813 as Beauties of
Richardson; in Clarissa, or, The history of a young lady... abridged from
the works of Samuel Richardson (London: Newbery, n.d. [1769?]); in The
History of Sir Charles Grandison, abridged from the works of Samuel
Richardson (London: Newbery, n.d. [1769?]); or in J. H. Emmert, The
Novelist: or, a Choice Selection of the Best Novels (Gottingen: Vandenhoek
and Ruprecht, 1792), which contains abridgments of Clarissa and Gran-
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dison. Paradoxically, abridgers continue to transpose letters into narrative
as long as the epistolary novel remains in vogue: from 1756 through 1813,
no abridgment published in English retains the novels' original form. Con-
versely, abridgers will begin to adopt the epistolary mode only in 1868,
once the production of new epistolary novels has dwindled to a trickle. Yet
even those abridgmentsÂ—and their successors right through the 1960sÂ—
continue to add third-person past-tense plot summaries to replace the let-
ters excised and to frame the epistolary excerpts that remain. As synoptic
narrative alternates with synecdochal extracts, each abridgment oscillates
between the narrative conventions of eighteenth-century epistolary fiction
and those of nineteenth-century omniscient narration.

The shifting division of labor between Richardson's anthologists and
his abridgers can be used as an index to successive generations' unspoken
assumptions about the most efficient way to convey informationÂ—and in-
deed about what counts as information at all. But editors' changing strate-
gies also shed light on the riddle of the death of the epistolary novel, by
providing one of the only clues we have to the way old epistolary novels
were being read at the moment when new ones ceased to be written. As I
will argue at the end of this essay, nineteenth-century editors belatedly
redeploy Richardson's novels in self-consciously modern debates about
the disjunction of art from business, the dependence of reading on leisure,
and the relation of social history to literary form.

Brevity has no intrinsic connection with narrative distance: a sentence
phrased in the past tense and the third person is no shorter than one in the
present and the first. Yet the consensus that assumes the efficiency of im-
personal narration has remained constant from Richardson's time through
ours. In a letter, Richardson apologizes (or boasts) that "Prolixity, Length
at least, cannot be avoided in Letters written to the Moment." The preface
to Grandison contrasts the epistolary novel more publicly with a potential
abridgment: "the nature of familiar Letters, written, as it were, to the Mo-
ment, while the heart is agitated by Hopes and Fears, or Events undecided,
must plead an excuse for the Bulk of a Collection of this kind. Mere Facts
and Characters might be comprised in a much smaller Compass."5 Clarissa
is prefaced by an even more explicit discussion of abridgment. "The edi-
tor" explains that he was "so diffident in relation to this article of length"
that he asked his friends "what might best be spared." One "advised him to
give a narrative turn to the letters," while others argued that "the story
could not be reduced to a dramatic unity, or thrown into the narrative way,
without divesting it of its warmth" (Clarissa 35-36). The "editor" chooses
the second opinion over the first, and both prefaces ultimately reject abridg-
ment. Indeed, their allusions to that possibility call attention to the uncom-
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promising length of the novels that follow. Yet readers of the first editions
arrive at the full texts of Clarissa and Grandison only after passing through
prefatory discussions of abridging. The question of how the novels could
be condensed is raised even before they begin.

Richardson is his own first abridger. In 1749, the second edition of
Clarissa adds a table of contents summarizing each letter. Once published
as a separate pamphlet later that year, the table of contents becomes a
synecdochal substitute for the novel: a plot summary that can be bought
instead of the full text as well as along with it. Richardson's next supple-
ment to the novel is quite different, however: A Collection of such of the
Moral and Instructive sentiments, cautions, aphorisms, reflections, and
observations contained in the History [of Clarissa], as are presumed to be
of general Use and Service (1751), followed in 1755 by a Collection of the
Moral and Instructive Sentiments, Maxims, Cautions, and Reflections,
Contained in the Histories o/pamela, Clarissa, and sir charles grandison.
Like abridgments, the Collections shorten, but their principles of selection
are diametrically opposed. The Collections fragment the novels by substi-
tuting alphabetical for chronological order; the abridgments unify them by
stripping discontinuous digressions away from linear plot. The anthologies
excise ephemeral local detail in favor of timeless maxims "of general use
and service" (a claim confirmed in 1752 when Benjamin Franklin inserts
twenty one of them in Poor Richard's Almanack); the abridgments keep
narrative particulars but cut abstractions, sprinkling gaps through the text
like negative anthology-pieces.6 What was figure becomes ground.

With successive editions, the contrast between plot summaries and the-
matic collections continues to widen. Where the table of contents of Clarissa
promises to "shew the Connexion of the whole," the 1755 Collection will
eventually lose even its material unity, disintegrating into the "set of enter-
taining Cards, neatly engraved on Copper-Plates, Consisting of moral and
diverting Sentiments, extracted wholly from the much admired Histories
of pamela, clarissa, and sir charles grandison" produced in 1760, which
excerpts from the Collection the maxims that the latter had already ex-
tracted from the novels.7 Transposed from bound pages to cards made to be
shuffled, the "sentiments" lose even the arbitrary order that the Collection
borrows from the letters of the alphabet, and the material connection that
the novel borrows from its binding.

The division of labor that emerges between narrative abridgments and
sententious anthologies makes visible a tension that structures the novels
themselves from the beginning. In a letter, Richardson dismisses his Col-
lection of Moral Sentiments as "a dry PerformanceÂ—Dull Morality, and
Sentences... divested of Story."8 In Sir Charles Grandison, however, Char-
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lotte contrasts "story" less favorably with the "sentiments" that give the
Collection of Moral and Instructive Sentiments its title: "The French only
are proud of sentiments at this day; the English cannot bear them: Story,
story, story, is what they hunt after" (Grandison 6.52.228).9 Despite
Richardson's usual xenophobia, the epigrammatic form of Charlotte's ob-
servation, which lends itself to generalization and quotation, implicitly
endorses "sentiment" over "story." Boswell will reproduce that preference
when he quotes Samuel Johnson saying that "if you were to read Richardson
for the story, your impatience would be so much fretted, that you would
hang yourself. But you must read him for the sentiment, and consider the
story as giving occasion to the sentiment."10 That pronouncement itself
appears in a biography in the form of an anthology, Bos well's Life, which
frames a collection of Johnson's sayings by the story of Johnson's life. In
prescribing how to read Richardson, Boswell and Johnson define their own
genre.

Johnson is only one of several critics beginning with Richardson him-
self who perceive "readfing] Richardson for the story" as a dangerous temp-
tation. In The Progress of Romance (1785), Clara Reeve observes that "if
you have a mind to see an EpitomÃ© of Richardson's works, there is such a
publication, wherein the narrative is preserved; but you must no longer
expect the graces of Richardson, nor his pathetic addresses to the heart,
they are all evaporated and only the dry Story remains."11 We have no way
of knowing which of the many "epitomes" Reeve is referring toÂ—though
The Paths of Virtue seems the most likelyÂ—for her complaint about the
elimination of everything except "narrative" applies equally well to every
abridgment available at that date. Reeve's and Johnson's scorn for "read-
ing for the story" forms the corollary of abridgers' unspoken assumption
that poor or young or lazy readers want nothing but plot. At the same time,
Reeve's association of narrative with brevity responds to Richardson's own
characterization of "the narrative way" as a "reduction," an idea repeated
both when he writes that the revision of parts of Clarissa "into a merely
Narrative Form . . . has help'd me to shorten much," and when he associ-
ates "Story" with "haste": "Was it not time I shd. hasten to an end of my
tedious Work? Was not Story, Story, Story the continual demand upon me."12
Reeve's phrase "dry story," too, reproduces an image of "dry narrative"
that first appears in Clarissa, where Belford points out that the heroine is
"writing of and in the midst of present distresses! How much more lively
and affecting for that reason, must her style be, than all that can be read in
the dry, narrative, unanimated style of persons relating difficulties and
dangers surmounted!" (Clarissa 391.1178, my emphasis). Belford's con-
trast between "narrative" and "presence" anticipates the logic of eighteenth-
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century abridgments which adopt a distanced narrator and a retrospective
tense. Like abridgers, Richardson, Reeve, and Johnson all posit a choice
between, on the one hand, "facts and characters," "narrative," "story," "re-
duction," "haste"; on the other, "sentiment," "presence," "tediousness,"
"length," "bulk." All but abridgers agree in preferring the latter to the former.
Yet the fact that Belford applies to "narrative" and Reeve to "story" the
same adjective ("dry") which Richardson uses to characterize "Sentences
. . . divested of Story" suggests that story and sentiment form mirror-
images of one anotherÂ—and that either half of the compound loses its ap-
peal when separated from the other.

Richardson never settles whether "story" can be purified from "senti-
ment" as cleanly as the metaphor of evaporation impliesÂ—let alone whether
it should be. Reeve's anxiety about that divorce is already anticipated by
the prefaces to Clarissa and to the 1751 Collection of Sentiments. The former
argues that if Clarissa were to be "thrown into the narrative way," "very
few of the reflections and observations" (two of the terms later listed in the
title of the Collection) "would then find a place" (Clarissa 35-36). The
latter suggests, however, that some readers have legitimate reasons to sepa-
rate the two:

As die narrative part of those Letters was only meant as a vehicle for the
instructive, no wonder that many readers, who are desirous of fixing in
their minds those maxims which deserve notice distinct from the story
that first introduced them should have often wished and pressed to see
them separate from that chain of engaging incidents.13

Such readers demand the "chain of incidents" to be excised, not because it
bores them, but on the contrary because it "engages" them too pleasurably
not to distract from the moral. Although Richardson's preface congratu-
lates its readers on their narrative self-denial, the reference to "engaging
incidents" cannot help reminding us of the existence of other, more frivo-
lous, readers, whom the sentiments presumably fail to "engage." Like
Johnson's opposition between those who read for the story and those who
read for the sentiment, like Reeve's implied distinction between "those
who have a mind to see an Epitome" and those (including the speaker)
who scorn abridgments, like Charlotte's contrast between English and
French readers, Richardson's preface posits a divide not only between two
modes of discourse ("story" and "sentiment" or "narrative" and "instruc-
tive") but between two kinds of readers.

Oddly, the 1755 Collection addresses precisely the half of that audience
which its predecessor had excluded four years earlier. Where the anthol-
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ogy culled from Clarissa had appealed to priggish readers, the expanded
version published after Grandison singles out the opposite public:

young People; who are apt to read rapidly wth. a View only to Story; I
thought my End wou'd be better answered, by giving at one View Ye Pith
& Marrow of what they had been reading, perhaps with some Approba-
tion; in order to revive in their Minds ye Occasions on which ye Things
were supposed to be said & done, ye better to assist them in ye Applica-
tion of ye Moral.14

"Story" becomes synonymous with speed, "sentiments" with enforced sta-
sis. Richardson's resistence to being "read rapidly" suggests that the
sententiae are designed less to inculcate specific moral lessons than to
regulate the pace of reading. While the inscribed maxims may appear to
subordinate esthetics to an artless moral seriousness, their overall effect is
formal and even emptily formalist. Quite apart from the content of their
advice on humaneness to horses or humility to husbands, the very pres-
ence of those timeless truths curbs readers' lazy, greedyÂ—in short, im-
moralÂ—impatience. Clarissa teaches patience under adversity, but also
patience with boredom. Like so many speedbumps, the sentiments retard
readers' presumed urge to progress too "rapidly" through the "story." The
rhythm of reading becomes a test of self-restraint.

Yet as the 1755 Collection acknowledges, the very maxims that block
some readers' impetus tempt others to the even worse vice of skipping.
Every reader his own abridger. Richardson's fear of being read "wth.a View
only to Story" presumes that the youngest and laziest readers know how to
identify different modes of novelistic discourse as systematically as pro-
fessional editors do. Hence the need for the Collection's editorial counter-
attack. The repetition of the word "View" defines the anti-narrative organi-
zation of the Collection as a polemical strategy designed to correct or even
to punish readers' putative desires. The more young people enjoy reading
"wth. a View only to Story," the more they need "at one View Ye Pith &
Marrow" forced undiluted upon them.

The conclusion of the sentence collapses the distinction between those
two "Views," however. The phrase "in order to revive in their Minds ye
Occasions on which ye Things were supposed to be said and done" sug-
gests that the Collection sets out not to divorce generalizable "sentiments"
from particular "story," but to anchor one to the other. The novels them-
selves are also the "Occasions on which ye Things" have previously been
read: the Collection of... Sentiments depends for its audience on the popu-
larity of the "stories" it claims to replace. In fact, although the 1755 Col-
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lection is published only as an independent volume, its predecessor in 1751
appears not only as half of a self-contained book but also appended to the
third edition of Clarissa. Once issued between separate covers, the 1751
Collection and the 1749 table of contents shift genres: from back matter to
anthology, from front matter to abridgment. Even in its content, moreover,
the 1751 Collection is less free of "story" than Richardson suggests. Its
moral generalizations are interspersed with illustrative statements that verge
on plot summary. Under "Repentance" we learn that "Lovelace lived not
to repent!"; under "Passion," that "The command of her Passions was
Clarissa's glory;" under "Comedies," "Mr. Lovelace, Mrs. Sinclair, Sally
Martin, Polly Horton, Miss Partington, love not tragedies." The Collection
of Sentiments is also a collection of stories. Conversely, a plot summary
can be labeled a collection of beauties: the most popular eighteenth-cen-
tury abridgment, The Paths of Virtue, reappears in 1813 as The Beauties of
Richardson.

In the same way that Richardson uses the Collection to "separate [max-
ims] from that chain of engaging incidents," Sir Charles Grandison at-
tempts a division of labor between two indexes, one of "similes and allu-
sions" and another "historical and characteristical." The second index is
dominated by narrative entries, above all by a fifteen-page plot summary
s.v. "Grandison, Sir Charles"Â—a heading whose similarity to the title of
The History of Sir Charles Grandison identifies this entry as an abridg-
ment of the novel. Moreover, the biographical order within each entry
clashes with the alphabetical and topical order that governs the index as a
whole. In the "historical" index, the narrative entries are interspersed with
a series of generalizations ranging from "absence of lovers, promotive of a
cure for Love" through "Zeal." Conversely, the index of similesÂ—a collec-
tion that runs from "Bachelors, old, and old maids, compared To haunted
houses" to "Women out of character, To bats"Â—slips details from the plot
of Grandison into its list of all-purpose literary commonplaces. Perhaps
the most hackneyed simile to be indexed, "L., Earl of, proud of his infant-
son, To a peacock," would have fit into the "index characteristical" as well
as in the index of similes in which it actually appears. The index of similes
and allusions that sets out to extract stylistic beauties from plot becomes
indistinguishable from the "index historical" that attempts to strip plot of
stylistic verbiage.

In other words, while each "Epitome" of the novelsÂ—abridgment, table
of contents, collection of sentiments, indexÂ—attempts to resolve the ten-
sion between story and sentiment by pulling the texts in one direction or
the other, ultimately they reveal instead the impossibility of composing an
anthology devoid of narrative order or a narrative that does not break apart
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into anthology-pieces. The Collection and the back matter of Grandison
both end up collapsing "story" with the "sentiment" from which they set
out to distinguish it. As E. S. Dallas admits with mock disappointment in
the preface to his abridgment of Clarissa, Richardson "has so interwoven
[his "preaching"] with the story that it is impossible to cut it all out."15

That interweaving culminates in Richardson's third supplement to
Clarissa, the Meditations from the Sacred Books. . . mentioned in the his-
tory of Clarissa as drawn up by her for her own use. To each of which is
prefixed, A Short Historical Account, Connecting it with the Story (1750).
This peculiar volume can best be described as an anthology en abÃ®me. It
excerpts from the novel the devotional texts that the novel represented
Clarissa excerpting from what is, as Belford officiously reminds Lovelace,
itself already an anthology: "this all-excelling collection of beauties, the
Bible" (Clarissa 364.1126). The advertisement presents the Meditations
as a shorter source for the moral lessons of Clarissa, addressed to "those
Persons who have not read the Volumes, or think they shall not have either
patience or leisure to read them, and who may yet dip into the following
Pages."16 The book sandwiches excerpts with summaries: a "historical ac-
count"Â—what we would call a plot summaryÂ—introduces each medita-
tion, and a "very brief account of the Heroine's part in the Work, as given
by Mr. Belford" prefaces the whole (Meditations, iii.). Like anthologies,
the Meditations selects some portions of the text and excises others; like
abridgments, it addresses readers who lack "patience" or "leisure"; more
specifically, like post-1868 abridgments, it uses third-person editorial sum-
maries to connect first-person excerpts.

The difference is that the Meditations amplifies its original as much as it
compresses it. At the same time as the collection subtracts everything but
the meditations from Clarissa (and by isolating Clarissa's writing from
Lovelace's, eliminates the hero's "part in the work"), it adds thirty-two
meditations absent from the novel itself. By summarizing plot while am-
plifying quotations, the Meditations defines Clarissa as an elastic text whose
scale can change as easily as the size of the pages goes from duodecimo in
the third edition to octavo in the fourth. When Richardson adds to and
subtracts from Clarissa, he treats it as an aggregate of modular parts rather
than a unified whole.

In alternately expanding and contracting the novel, the Meditations
anticipates the divided structure of the volume in which the Sentiments
. .. Contained in the History of Clarissa appears. The Collection occupies
only the second half of a book whose first part consists of addenda to ear-
lier editions of Clarissa. The title of the whole runs Letters and Passages
Restoredfrom the Original Manuscripts of the History o/clarissa. To which
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is subjoined, A Collection of. . . Sentiments. The "Passages Restored" re-
produce those portions of the text that appear for the first time in the sec-
ond and third editions, ostensibly in order to spare owners of the first edi-
tion from having to buy another. The title calls those passages "restored"
rather than "added," even though many of them have been shown to re-
spond to criticisms made only after the publication of the first edition.17
Similarly, although the Meditations appears two years after the first edition
of the novel, Richardson presents it as the full-length original from which
the meditations in Clarissa itself were excerpted: "The Editor of the His-
tory of Clarissa having transcribed, for the use of some select friends, the
Thirty-Six Meditations of Clarissa, only Four of which are inserted in the
History, they were urgent with him to give them to the Public" (Medita-
tions, 1). In retrospect, Richardson's autobiographical narrative defines the
original edition as an abridgment. By extension, it presents Richardson as
a censor rather than a writer, an "editor" whose task is not to produce texts
but to select some and suppress others. The autobiographical fiction that
the meditations and passages were restored from an original manuscript
reinforces the biographical fiction that they were written by the characters.
Both present new compositions as found objects.

Like the Collection of Sentiments, the Meditations is presented at once
as a self-contained anthology and as a supplement whose interest depends
on the original narrative. The effect of publishing devotional texts separate
from the profane fiction in which they first appeared is undercut by the
inclusion of the "Historical Account, Connecting [them] with the Story."
Those prefatory accounts of the circumstances under which each medita-
tion was composed make the Meditations borrow its chronological order
from its inscribed author's biography and its interest from the plot of the
novel, in the same way that the independence of both Collections of Senti-
ments is subverted by their promise to "revive in [readers'] Minds ye Oc-
casions on which ye Things were supposed to be said & done." At the same
time, the claim that the plot summaries "connect" the fragmentsÂ—to
Clarissa, but also to one anotherÂ—recalls the announcement that the table
of contents to the second edition of Clarissa will "shew the Connexion of
the whole." Both derive narrative continuity from an editorial apparatus
imposed after the fact.

In the process of alternating lyric "meditations" with "historical ac-
counts," the Meditations balances fragment against "connection" and "sen-
timent" against "story." By interspersing first-person homodiegetic present-
tense meditations with third-person heterodiegetic past-tense narratives, it
juxtaposes one series of texts that reproduces the immediacy of Richardson's
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characteristic "writing to the moment" and "instantaneous descriptions"
with another that anticipates the narrative distance of the first abridgments
(Clarissa, 36). At the same time, its technique of connecting first-person
excerpts by impersonal omniscient summaries shows a striking resemblance
to the strategy of post-1868 abridgments. The "historical accounts" bear
the same relation to Clarissa's excerpts from the Bible that abridgers' plot
summaries bear to excerpts from Clarissa. The fact that each meditation is
dated like a letter accentuates the similarity. In the Meditations, Richardson
anticipates his readers' impulse to bracket signed and dated first-person
texts by impersonal, atemporal summaries in the voice of an unidentified
narratorÂ—the voice shared by the table of contents to Clarissa, the "index
historical" of Grandison, and the "historical accounts" in the Meditations.

The urge to contain letters within more impersonal narrative can be traced
back even farther to Clarissa itself. The first edition already frames the
letters by a series of third-person paratexts (preface, afterword, list of char-
acters, and a past-tense conclusion "summarily relating" the events fol-
lowing Lovelace's death); it also intersperses letters with editorial foot-
notes, summarizes some, and transposes others into the third person. As
the novel nears its end, the editorial apparatus begins to replace the letters
instead of simply supplementing them. Italicized "abstracts" are substi-
tuted for parts of Clarissa's posthumous letters: "as they are written on the
same subject, and are pretty long, it is thought proper to abstract them"
(Clarissa 492.1376). The editor characterizes letters ("The posthumous
letter to Miss Howe is exceedingly tender and affectionate" [Clarissa
492.1377]); summarizes them in indirect discourse ("She remembers her-
self to her foster-brother in a very kind manner: and charges her, for his
sake, that she will not take too much to heart what has befallen her" [Clarissa
503.1406]); tags them with "says she," "she tells her," "she prays" (Clarissa
492.1376-77); and even provides tables of contents for individual letters:
"This letter contains in substance: 'Her thanks to the good woman for her
care of her in her infancy; for her good instructions and the excellent ex-
ample she had set her: with self-accusations . . . '" (Clarissa 503.1406).
The second and third editions go farther to swamp the epistolary body of
the text in a series of paratextual frames: table of contents, supplementary
footnotes, collection of sentiments, index.19 Within the first edition itself as
well as over the course of its publication history, Clarissa sets into motion
the shift away from epistolarity and towards a single impersonal voice that
the early abridgments will complete. Indeed, while later abridgments at-
tenuate Clarissa's epistolary form and the Meditations abandons epistolarity
altogether, both faithfully reproduce and even accentuate a different for-
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mal characteristic of Clarissa: the structure that alternates signed and dated
texts with an impersonal, atemporal editorial apparatus, pitting signature
against anonymity, dilation against summary, immediacy against distance.

In the long run, ironically, Richardson's most lasting legacy will turn
out to be not his epistolary method but his repudiation of the letter. The fate
of the epistolary novel after the turn of the nineteenth century is usually
conceived as a steady decline. Certainly fewer new epistolary novels ap-
pear every year.20 But if we take the history of the genre to encompass the
reproduction of old works as well as the production of new ones, then that
pattern begins to look rather less linear. As we saw already, the first abridg-
ments of Clarissa and Grandison unanimously replace the epistolary mode
with a single, retrospective, omniscient narrator writing not "to the mo-
ment" but in a preterite as temporally unsituated as the present tense of the
Moral Sentiments. At the height of the epistolary novel's popularity, abridg-
ers equate epistolarity with wasted words: they transpose the first person
into the third and the present tense into the past as automatically as they
substitute one sentence for many. Conversely, in 1868 two new abridg-
ments of ClarissaÂ—the first to appear since 1813Â—suddenly resurrect the
epistolary form. The first epistolary abridgments appear when the novel in
letters is safely dead.

Together, the two abridgments of Clarissa published in 1868 mark a
break. I have found no English-language abridgment before them that pre-
serves the epistolary form, and no book-length abridgment after them that
does not. The impersonal mode of earlier abridgments does not disappear
on that date, though, for every abridgment from 1868 through 1962 uses
third-person past-tense plot summaries to connect the epistolar / excerpts
with one another. That strategy remains unanimous from E. S. Dallas's
Clarissa (London: Tinsley, 1868) to Mrs. Humphry Ward's Clarissa
Harlowe, a New and Abridged Edition (London: Routledge, 1868) to J.
Oldcastle's Sir Charles Grandison (London: Field and Tuer, [1886]) to
George Saintsbury's Letters from Sir Charles Grandison: selected... with
connecting notes (London: G. Allen, 1895) to Sheila Kaye-Smith's omni-
bus abridgment Samuel Richardson (London: Herbert and Daniel, 1911)
to John Angus Burrell's Clarissa (New York: Random House, 1950) and
George Sherburn's Clarissa (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1962).21 In the
process of linking letters, this second wave of abridgments exaggerates the
fluctuation between editorial distance and epistolary immediacy that we
have already seen in the novels themselves. Indeed, Lovelace shows un-
canny literary-historical prescience when instead of sending Belford a full
transcript of the letters he has intercepted between Anna and Clarissa, he
excerpts the juiciest bits and fills in the gaps by summarizing the rest in
indirect (would-be omniscient) discourse (Clarissa 198.632-38).
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The development of this hybrid style of abridgment can be explained
more generally (as I've argued elsewhere) by the contemporary vogue of
life-and-letters biographies, which provide a model for the abridgments'
alternation of heavily excised epistolary fragments with retrospective sum-
maries in an editorial voice. The reappearance of epistolary abridgments
coincides not only with the decline of the epistolary novel, but with the rise
of epistolary biography. Like Dallas's and Ward's Clarissas, Victorian bi-
ographies use a modern editor's narrative to string together truncated ex-
cerpts from letters situated firmly in a historical past. The motives for the
two alternations between editorial summary and epistolary quotation dif-
fer sharply, of course: in one case, the need to cram more plot into fewer
pages; in the other, the duty to protect the privacy of the dead. But the
binary structure of both reflects a common tension between the historical
authenticity of excerpts and the modern efficiency of narrative. Where
twentieth-century biographers will invoke the realist conventions of the
Victorian novel, Victorian biographers appropriate the epistolary form which
they associate with the fiction of the previous century. A superannuated
genre serves to commemorate the dead.

What abridgers memorialize, on the other hand, is the eighteenth cen-
tury itself. Ward devises not only a narrative form (the semi-epistolary
novel) but a literary historyÂ—or more precisely, a account of the place that
literature occupies within social history. In the introduction to her abridg-
ment of Clarissa, Ward announces that large novels must go the way of
small dogs: "The redundancy of Richardson's style had a charm for the
readers of his day, when time hung heavy on the hands of fine ladies shut
up in country houses, or dawdling over fancy work and pug-dogs, with
small interest in passing events, and dead to the delights of that earnest
work for good which all may find who seek it."22 Epistolary narrative is to
"events" as "fancy-work" is to "earnest work": the letter against the news-
paper. Narrative means business.

Ward's abridgment forms an inverted image of Richardson's equally
condensed anthology of Moral Sentiments. Where Richardson had assumed
that the laziest among his audience would "read rapidly wth. a View only
to Story"Â—and, conversely, praised those readers patient enough to re-
strain themselves from skipping aheadÂ—Ward reverses those terms to equate
leisurely reading with sloth and literary impatience with "earnest work."
Both assign a moral value to the pace of reading, but fast reading replaces
slow reading as the proof of virtue. Yet the efficiency that Ward attributes
to impersonal, retrospective narrative paradoxically renders the epistolary
mode more artistic: stylized, antique, a manifestation of conspicuous waste
and readerly leisure.23 Hence Ward's abrupt turn away from the imper-
sonal narrative conventions of the eighteenth-century abridgment. The
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ambivalent nostalgia betrayed by her vacillation between letter and sum-
mary revives the letter not as a functional form but a literary-historical
relic. Epistolarity does not simply slow down the time of reading; it also
reverses the march of historical progress.

Three years earlier, the critic R. H. Hutton had already extended that
historical model from Richardson's readers to his characters. According to
Hutton, the distance "from the lively rattle of our railway novels to the
solemn coach-and-six of Richardson's fulldress genius" makes clear that
"in that less busy age, the leisurely classes made a great deal more of one
purpose than we do of many, and hence the characters themselves were
less mobile than now." One wonders, he adds, whether "any family nowa-
days could by any chance devote the time to breaking in a refractory girl to
a disagreeable alliance which the Harlowes devoted to attempting to force
Mr. Solmes on Clarissa."24 Yet Hutton's invocation of the railway novel
undercuts itself by reminding us that the modern technologies which save
time also create the need to kill timeÂ—as ever, by reading. That contradic-
tion forces Hutton to shift the charge of "leisurely" idleness from fiction-
readers to fictional characters. Because the former (slothful by definition)
cannot easily be shown to have become more efficient, the latter must be-
come businesslike on their behalf.

Ward's anti-epistolary preface undercuts her decision, in the text that
follows, to restore the epistolary form which earlier abridgers had trans-
posed. Hutton's tone, too, vacillates between irony and nostalgia. But an-
other hundred and thirty years since, it becomes easier to see that Clarissa's
putative outdatedness provides part of its forceÂ—for the nineteenth cen-
tury, and for us. Once modern efficiency forbids characters to waste on
domestic politics, or readers to waste on epistolary novels, the time that
both should be saving for "earnest work," it becomes natural to turn to old
novels for the emotional depth that people can no longer enjoy (by bully-
ing their own daughters or sisters) nor even experience vicariously, by read-
ing new novels. Hence the need to reprint and reread Richardson. Hence,
too, the need to skip him, skim him, and leave long stretches unread. In the
process of relegating the epistolary novel to the past, Victorian abridgers
politicize Richardson's understanding of the letter as a delaying tactic.
Hutton and Ward encourage contemporaries to return to the epistolary novel
only in order to measure their difference from the readers of the 1740sÂ—
and the irreversibility of the social transformations which shifting editorial
conventions make visible.
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